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Corporations, Corruption and Democracy
Corporations, Corruption and Democracy by Stanford Graduate School of Business 1 week ago 1 hour, 38 minutes 524 views International corruption threatens democracies everywhere. Oligarchs and others attempting to preserve their ill-gotten gains use ...
How to stay calm when you know you'll be stressed | Daniel Levitin
How to stay calm when you know you'll be stressed | Daniel Levitin by TED 5 years ago 12 minutes, 21 seconds 11,200,337 views Visit http://TED.com to get our entire library of TED Talks, transcripts, translations, personalized talk recommendations and more.
The secret US prisons you've never heard of before | Will Potter
The secret US prisons you've never heard of before | Will Potter by TED 5 years ago 14 minutes, 56 seconds 3,141,631 views Investigative journalist Will Potter is the only reporter who has been inside a Communications Management Unit, or CMU, within a ...
AP Italian: 1.A Describe the literal meaning of the text
AP Italian: 1.A Describe the literal meaning of the text by Advanced Placement Streamed 9 months ago 57 minutes 12,611 views AP Italian: 1.A Describe the literal meaning of the text AP exams in 2020 will be at-home, online tests.
Harvard i-lab | Data Visualization for Non-Programmers
Harvard i-lab | Data Visualization for Non-Programmers by Harvard Innovation Labs 5 years ago 1 hour, 9 minutes 131,954 views Are you an entrepreneur looking to share data with your investors, stakeholders, or consumers - but you don't know where to start ...
George Galloway Fired From talkRADIO After 'Anti-Semitic' Tweet | Good Morning Britain
George Galloway Fired From talkRADIO After 'Anti-Semitic' Tweet | Good Morning Britain by Good Morning Britain 1 year ago 12 minutes, 10 seconds 1,785,781 views Former Labour MP and radio broadcaster has been fired from talkRADIO after being accused of anti-semitism in a tweet following ...
The Pregnant Doc Telling the Truth About COVID-19 | Informer
The Pregnant Doc Telling the Truth About COVID-19 | Informer by VICE 2 months ago 5 minutes, 46 seconds 2,126,808 views There have been a lot of errors in the pandemic and it's cost human lives.” As the coronavirus pandemic spread throughout the ...
There's more to life than being happy | Emily Esfahani Smith
There's more to life than being happy | Emily Esfahani Smith by TED 3 years ago 12 minutes, 19 seconds 3,946,136 views Our culture is obsessed with happiness, but what if there's a more fulfilling path? Happiness comes and goes, says writer Emily ...
The nightmare videos of childrens' YouTube — and what's wrong with the internet today | James Bridle
The nightmare videos of childrens' YouTube — and what's wrong with the internet today | James Bridle by TED 2 years ago 16 minutes 4,375,179 views Writer and artist James Bridle uncovers a dark, strange corner of the internet, where unknown people or groups on YouTube hack ...
The most mysterious star in the universe | Tabetha Boyajian
The most mysterious star in the universe | Tabetha Boyajian by TED 4 years ago 13 minutes, 47 seconds 5,507,027 views Something massive, with roughly 1000 times the area of Earth, is blocking the light coming from a distant star known as KIC ...
How to fix a broken heart | Guy Winch
How to fix a broken heart | Guy Winch by TED 2 years ago 12 minutes, 26 seconds 6,865,886 views At some point in our lives, almost every one of us will have our heart broken. Imagine how different things would be if we paid ...
Vatican puts 2 reporters under investigation in leaks probe
Vatican puts 2 reporters under investigation in leaks probe by LOCAL 12 5 years ago 27 seconds 84 views VATICAN CITY (AP) - The Vatican said Wednesday it had placed two Italian journalists under investigation in its probe over ...
Fighting back: how should journalists respond against attacks?
Fighting back: how should journalists respond against attacks? by International Journalism Festival 2 years ago 1 hour, 22 minutes 119 views Organized or state-instigated attacks against journalists, news organizations or the very idea of news itself range from intimidation ...
Prepararsi al Futuro - Paolo Magri e Enrico Letta (8 Febbraio)
Prepararsi al Futuro - Paolo Magri e Enrico Letta (8 Febbraio) by Università degli Studi di Roma Tor Vergata 1 year ago 2 hours, 23 minutes 831 views L'iniziativa, realizzata dall'Università degli Studi di Roma “Tor Vergata”, nasce da un'idea di Piero Angela ed è rivolta a 400 ...
Perché non leggo Newton Compton
Perché non leggo Newton Compton by La Libridinosa 3 years ago 10 minutes, 31 seconds 2,111 views
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